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On The Leading Edge
Of Water Treatment Solutions.
Mazzei Injector Corporation is the manufacturer and world
wide supplier of the patented, high-effeciency Mazzei
Injector that is used to transfer gases and liquids into
pressurized water systems. Since 1978, Mazzei’s ability to
evaluate and solve problems through its research and
development has led to the creation of innovative water
treatment technologies. The accumulated knowledge of
gas/water dynamics and the utilization of advanced
engineering concepts has culminated in the development of
the Mazzei AitJection System for water aeration.
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US and International patents pending.
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PUMPS UNLIMITED
P.O. Box 225 Pringlebay, 7196
Pump supplies Aeration equipment
Ozone contacting
Fertilizer Chemical Injection /
Wastewater treatment
Thomas Els
www.pumpsunlimited.co.za
Tel: 028-273 8543 / 082 470 5617
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The Mazzei AirJection System:
TM

AirJection:
Taking Aeration
To A Whole
New Level.
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The Bottom Line:
Air Injection

Traditional aeration systems
rely on effective surface
methods or inefficient
compressed air diffusion
practice. But the AirJection
System uses patented, highefficiency Mazzei Injectors to
infuse the affected water with
highly oxygen enriched water. A
combination of both dissolved and gasentrained water is dynamically distributed
via unique, Mazzei-designed Multiplier
Nozzles which provide substantially more
water/gas contact than can be achieved
through conventional systems. Oxygen
can be delivered to the bottom of the
pond, lake or aeration basin
regardless of depth. All in a fraction
of the horsepower required for air
diffusion. All in a small, efficient
footprint. All at lower capital costs
than traditional aeration methods.
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High-eﬃciency Mazzei
Injectors dynamically
infuse water with
micro air bubbles
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The micro bubbles
(which have greater
interfacial area),
coupled with the
manifold’s increased
pressure and the pond’s
natural head pressure,
enhances delivery of
dissolved oxygen.

No maintenance or worry with surface motors,
paddles, blowers, impellers or diffusers
Now total aeration/oxygenation is possible
at any depth
Oxygen is delivered where it is most needed:
at the bottom
Mass transfer of oxygen occurs efficiently
Components are extremely reliable and
virtually maintenance free
Reclamation of waste water is now feasible
No odor emissions during treatment
Construction of depth ponds using less
acreage is now possible
Use no chemicals
Just turn it on & walk away!
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The Integrated
Aeration System Redefines The
State Of The Art.
Pump Intake
The AirJection
System...
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is the combination of
three independent actions
that work together to
create an aeration system
that is effective as it is
efficient.

draws water out of the affected pond
and pressurizes it throughout the
AirJection system

Oxygenated Water

Oxygen Dissolution

Air Injection

high performance Mazzei injectors
infuse the water with micro
oxygen bubbles
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AirJection Manifold
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Dissolved Oxygen
Efficiently Delivered To Any Depth!

Incorporates advanced technology
which maximizes oxygen transfer
throughout the body of water.
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The Mazzei AirJection
Sysytem Nozzles multiply
exposure of oxygendeﬁcient water to the
entrained oxygen
leaving the nozzles.

AirJection produces
predictable &
thorough aeration, with
no oxygen deﬁcient
pockets or unwanted
stratiﬁcation.
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The Mazzei AirJection
System Delivers:

AirJection System
Applications:

Reliable performance with no surface motors,
paddles, choppers, rotors, impellers or diffusers
with blowers or compressors
Economical aeration even in the deepest of water
Complete aeration with no stratification or oxygen
deficient pockets
Safe operation with no moving parts
Effective, efficient transfer of oxygen into water
Small footprint
Low capital, installation & operating costs
Low maintenance requirements
American-made quality

Odor control
BOD/COD reduction, H2S Oxidation
Activated sludge treatment
Aquaculture oxygenation
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AirJection Outperforms
Traditional Aeration Methods.
TM

More Effective Than
Surface Aeration.

Why Use Water To Inject Air?

More Economical Than
Compressed Air Diffusion.

It makes perfect sense when you think about it: rather than
expend energy forcing air into a body of water, why not extract the
water, pressurize it, infuse it with air, and let it return to the pond
filled with dissolved oxygen? That’s the principle behind the
Mazzei Airjection System.
The process begins with one of the world’s most reliable and
efficient types of machines: an industrial pump. The pump
extracts water from the affected pond and forces it through
patented, high-efficiency Mazzei Injectors. These devices, which
contain no moving parts, utilize the venturi principle to infuse the
water with air. This air water mixture is dispensed at the bottom of
the basin through special “multiplier” nozzles which maximize
oxygen transfer and promote efficient mixing of basin contents.
The water’s own natural head pressure is utilized to promote
dissolving of oxygen.
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Traditional surface aeration methods affect only the topmost
layer of water, allowing anaerobic bacteria to proliferate beneath
the surface and produce undesirable odors. From natural means
such as fountains and waterfalls to mechanized paddles and
choppers, nothing “gets to the bottom” of pond water treatment
like the Mazzei AirJection System.
AirJection circulates pond water through patented, highefficiency Mazzei Injectors, delivering dissolved oxygen where it
is needed most: at the bottom of the pond. The Result?
Complete aeration, not just surface agitation.
Air compressors or blowers are only practical for delivery of air
to depths of just 12 to 14 feet. Even if compressed air diffusion
was effective in aerating entire ponds (which it isn’t), the cost of
such a method would be staggering.

The Mazzei AirJection System delivers dissolved oxygen to any
depth with maximum efficiency. In fact, the deeper the water, the
greater AirJection’s efficiency. This unique system takes advantage
of the pressure at the bottom of the pond to thorougly promote
mass transfer and distribution of oxygen into the water.
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More Efficient
At Any Depth.
F L O W

F L O W

W A T E R

From The Water
Technology Leaders.

A I R

AirJection Sets A New Standard For
Oxygen Transfer Efficiency.
2.5

The AirJection System isn’t
designed around just any injectors.
It uses patented Mazzei HighEfficiency Injectors, and with good
reason. Mazzei Injector Corporation
has long been regarded as a leader in
developing new water treatment
technologies. Since 1978, Mazzei’s
engineering staff has conducted
ongoing research into water
treatment applications, creating new
and proven solutions to preserve and
enhance the world’s most precious
natural resource: water.
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Mazzei AirJection System
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Pound Transferred O2/WHPhr.
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Oxygen Mass Transfer Efficiency

Mazzei AirJection System vs Compressed Air Diffusion
TM
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